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The foundations of SAL Commercial date back to 1998
with the establishment of Sunny Lighting Australia, a
family owned business. The Australian owned and 
operated business methodically developed a
widespread reputation as a trusted brand in the
Australian lighting community.

Global market challenges and the dynamic evolution of
LED technology catapulted Sunny Lighting Australia to
the forefront of the lighting industry, manufacturing and
supplying cutting edge solutions for the wholesale
channel. Decades on, the 100% Australian owned
company now known as SAL National has continued to
build on its brand reputation for quality product and
exceptional service to be a leader of lighting
technologies in the 21st century.

SAL Commercial has established itself as an
organisation that understands all aspects of the project
lighting market. With a desire to challenge the status
quo of the lighting industry and develop class leading
products that not only enhance the experience for end
users but offer class leading features and performance
to those who design, specify and who install our
products.

SAL Commercial is proud of our rich history in the
Australian lighting landscape and steadfast in the belief
that we can help to shape the lighting industry as the
world becomes more dynamic and flexible for decades
to come. 

SAL Commercial has established key partnerships with
the worlds leading technology 
companies, providing the ability to handle projects of all
sizes with a focus on delivering best in class results for
lighting and quality. 

There are many links to the project lighting chain and at
SAL Commercial, it is our duty to ensure the end to end
solution delivers successful outcomes. 









MANUFACTURER ENDORSED WARRANTY

SAL Commercial offers a 5 year warranty on
all products. Confidence behind world class
manufacturing processes and procedures
ensures that only the highest quality
product is supplied. 

all products. Confidence behind world class
manufacturing processes and procedures
ensures that only the highest quality
product is supplied.









a representative

Our expert in-house lighting design
team will review your current site,
understand your requirements and
produce a comprehensive design
efficiently and on time.

A site audit will be conducted to
understand your current installation
and make a full recommendation to
achieve the best outcome for your site.
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Upon design approval, our in-house
expediting team will manage every step
of manufacture, supply and delivery for
your floodlights to suit your specific
project requirements and timeline.

Upon completion of installation and
commissioning, a complete lighting
audit will be completed to confirm
we have delivered what our design
promised.
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